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Club Notes

Secretary’s Report

Our club will hold the February meeting via
zoom. Credentials are available on the club
reflector, and are also sent in the email with
this newsletter. Feel free to pass along the
zoom meeting details to anyone you know
who may be interested, but please don’t post
them on the public internet.

The secretary’s minutes from the January
meeting are not available. I’ll do my best
based on recollection.

COVID-19 related cancellations for the first
half of 2021 have been announced:

The program was supposed to be about Favorite DXing tools, but it was not available.
Club members instead offered up their favorite DXing, Propagation, and other ham radio
tools and websites. Overall actually quite interesting.



The Dayton Hamvention for 2021 has
been cancelled.



The Pacific Northwest SeaPac 2021 convention in Seaside has been cancelled.
(Continued on page 2)

The Repeater is the official newsletter of the
Rogue Valley Amateur Radio Club, Inc. It is
published 10 times a year—once per month
excluding July and August.

There were no motions or votes at the meeting. Our treasurer reports that the club bank
balance as of January 25, 2021 is $ 5003.80

Future meeting topics were discussed and
Pat (president) created an online poll for
members and attendees to express their interest. Please go to the site and submit your
interest if you’ve not already done so:
http://k7mfr.org/MeetingInterest
(Continued on page 2)

Club Notes
(Continued from page 1)

Secretary’s Report
(Continued from page 1)

Here is a list of some of the sites demonstrated or discussed during the meeting:
https://www.dit-dit-dit.com/world-map
https://www.dxmaps.com/spots/mapg.php?
Lan=E
https://www.contestcalendar.com
https://pskreporter.info
http://www.dxsummit.fi/#/
https://map.blitzortung.org/#1.27/0/8
https://www.blitzortung.org/en/
cover_your_area.php
earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com
The February program will be a tag-team affair on N1MM+ setup, configuration, and
use.
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This Month’s Program
1. N1MM+ Setup, Configuration, and Use

Program: N1MM+ Setup and Use.





Pat will focus on installing and setup of N1MM+
Allan will discuss CW setup, keyers, and considerations
John will discuss RTTY setup, connection to the radio, and messages.
Tom will discuss Phone, and setting up voice messages, and connection to the radio.

Biography: Pat, Allan, John, Tom will do a tag-team presentation.
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Updated 145.41 Repeater

Thanks to the Pacific Northwest SOTA

The repeater operated by Joe KB7QMV has
a hardware update. It now runs a Yaesu DR2X and seems to be a significant improvement in reliability. It is in FM-mode only but
will be set to operate in AMS (auto mode select) allowing C4FM Fusion . Power is set at
20W and the antenna is a two-section 5/8
wave collinear.

Thanks to the Pacific Northwest Summits on
the Air editor Etienne Scott, K7ATN, and the
respective authors Darryl, WW7D, and Amy,
KG7GP for permission (via Allan Taylor,
K7GT) to re-print two articles from their
newsletter.

This repeater has good coverage of the valley and is especially useful for Eagle Point/
White City areas. I think I am the only one
for which its coverage is marginal.
The Sunday night net at 8:30 and 8:45 use
this repeater and it is also used by the CARE
club's weeknight net.
Allan Taylor K7GT
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The Care and Feeding of Chasers—Darryl WW7D
The Care and Feeding of Chasers – Darryl-WW7D SOTA is a symbiotic activity with a role for
both activator and chaser. Activators can activate by making QSOs from non SOTA participants, but our success as activators is greatly enhanced by the enthusiasm and determination of SOTA chasers. It makes sense, then, that we should conduct our activations to preserve the enthusiasm of our chasers.
Working entirely from home over the past nine months has greatly increased my SOTA chasing. The experience has given me fresh insights into activating in ways that make life easier
for chasers. I’ve witnessed suboptimal practices by activators and practices that made chasing much easier. This article collects some of my observations and thoughts on how to activate in a way that serves our chasers well.
To begin with, consider what a chaser hears when she is trying to work you. For many chasers, your signal will be exceedingly weak, perhaps right at the noise level. And there will likely
be some QSB. There may be QRM, as well. Much of the advice that follows is about practices
to help your chasers successfully break through the noise, QSB, and QRM.
Have a Good Signal
One way to cut through the noise is by having a strong signal. More power does translate into
more S-units, but who wants to carry the extra weight of an amplifier and batteries? One way
to get a signal boost without adding much weight (if any) is by using an efficient antenna that
is effectively deployed.

Simple, effective SOTA antennas are easy to build. A 58-foot end-fed with a 9:1 UnUn with a
counterpoise of around 15’ is an effective antenna that can be built in a couple of hours, and
works well if you will be using an antenna tuner. A linked dipole fed with small diameter coax
is easy to build and deploy and is lightweight. It is a very efficient antenna for 20+30 or, better
yet, 20+30+40. I’ve done direct comparisons, in the field, between the end-fed and the dipole;
the dipole usually has a ½ to 1 s-unit advantage. The end-fed has the advantage that it is
more omnidirectional and there are no links to mess with when changing bands.
Two antennas I do not recommend are both mentioned in the KX2 owner’s manual (pg. 10)—
a pair of 25’ wires on the center post and a short whip vertical. Neither of these antennas is
very effective for SOTA. Both you and your chasers will be frustrated using them.
The other aspect of having a good signal is the quality of your audio or your CW. These
should be tested from home so that you don’t find yourself scrambling to adjust, power, mic
gain or compressor settings on the summit. Set up your station in your back yard or a local
park and do a test run with a local ham.
Use Long-range and Short-range Bands
One of the best things you can do to support chasers is to try multiple bands with a variety of
propagation characteristics. For many activators, 20m is the “money band” because a spot on
20m usually brings a pile-up. The only problem with 20m is that your signal will skip over stations within, roughly, 500 miles of you during the day. Thus, a 20m-only activation will exclude
your nearby friends in the region. To feed regional chasers, it is usually necessary to try 40m,
(Continued on page 6)
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The Care and Feeding of Chasers—Darryl WW7D
(Continued from page 5)

or even 60m. The 40m band during the day usually works regionally with a “short skip” pattern. The 30m band can go either way during the day. Sometimes it is even worth trying 80m.
There is an active group of Northwest chasers (NW7E, NS7P, K7GT, KF7WI, WU7H, K7MK,
W7HO, K7RMO among others) who would love to work you. On any given day, many of these
chasers will notice your spot on 20m and will hold hope that you venture into the longer wavelengths. The Google Earth image below shows the 2020 top four chasers in each PNW Association – have you worked all of them? Use 40m, 60m or even 80m when you can, to include
folks that you could meet in person someday!

The same can be said for long-skip on higher frequencies. If you think there is even a chance
for an opening into the Pacific, a spot and a few CQs on 17m or 15m might snag some DX
from New Zealand (think, ZL1BYZ) or Japan. When I do an activation unconstrained by a
short schedule, horrendous winds, extreme cold, threatening rain or approaching darkness, I
proceed with the mind-set that my activation isn’t complete until I’ve worked a certain set of
highly active chasers. That means working Gary & Martha (W0MNA & W0ERI) and Rich
(N4EX) on 20m; Phil (NS7P), Michael (NW7E), and Ken (K6HPX) on 30m, 40m, or 60m; and
John (ZL1BYZ) on 20m, 17m or 15m. If I succeed in that, I am pretty sure I’ve fed all the other
hungry chasers, too.
If you are doing a joint activation it is not necessary for each operator to activate all bands.
Rather, you can split up the bands so that one activator does, say, 20m & 17m and the other
operator does 30m & 40m. Some chasers will want to work all operators on an activation but
will settle for working the summit.
Other Operating Practices to Aid Chasers
There are numerous operating practices you can do to assist your chasers in small ways.
Here are some thoughts, offered in no particular order:






Picking a Frequency: There are good and less-good frequencies to use for SOTA activations. Perhaps the first rule of thumb is to activate where other SOTA activators operate.
For example, most seasoned SOTA operators on 20m CW will stay between 14.061 and
14.068 MHz. Most will avoid 14.060 MHz, which is the QRP calling frequency. The spectrum between 14.000 and 14.059 is usable for SOTA, but it is frequently crowded with
high power stations that will make things more difficult for your chasers. And below 14.025
is reserved for Extra Class ops in the US, limiting your Chaser or S2S pool.
For SSB, things are a little looser, if only because the entire band segment may be quite
busy. One idea is to check spots and set up near another SOTA station doing the same
band and mode. Don’t get too close, however, as your strong chasers may cause QRM for
the nearby SOTA station. Be aware of license class restrictions. For example, operating
below 14.225 MHz will prevent General Class chasers from working you. On 20m SSB,
consider operating near the upper band edge, like 14.345 MHz or 14.347 MHz.
Make noise: Don’t create long pauses. If nobody is answering you, call CQ frequently
(assuming you are not concerned about your battery capacity). If your radio has voice or
CW memory capabilities use them to call CQ, QRZ, or for the salutation in a QSO in order
(Continued on page 7)
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The Care and Feeding of Chasers—Darryl WW7D
(Continued from page 6)
















to minimize pauses while you are logging. Avoid logging on your cell phone or tablet if it
causes long pauses. Use pencil and (waterproof) paper instead. • Don’t spot yourself and
then wait around for callers. Chasers will be reluctant to call you based only on a spot, because they might be causing QRM. Ideally, you should be calling CQ before your spot
shows up.
Pile-ups: At times, you will have a DXpedition-like pile-up. And you are the DX. When this
happens, it is important be efficient and predictable. Avoid rag-chewing, talking about the
weather or the spectacular views.
It is important to control your pile-up. Chaser behavior will be strongly affected by your operating practices. Be assertive and have a snappy pace for the QSOs. To the extent possible, try to respond to the first station to call you, and avoid “tail-enders.” If chasers think
they will gain an advantage by “tail-ending,” they will do so. That will slow down your QSO
rate and making QSO completion more difficult. I try to ignore tail-enders or people who
send their call twice during a pile-up. If I am unable to copy any call signs from the pile-up,
rather than answer tail-enders, I’ll call QRZ and try again.
Have a routine: When chasers can barely hear you, it is extremely helpful to have a fixed
and easy-to-identify routine for each QSO. This is particularly important at the end of a
QSO to have a clearly recognizable pattern like “73 dit dit” or “QSL 73 TU” or “R 73 QRZ?”
in CW. In SSB, you might include your call sign: “73, QRZ from WW7D” or “73 from
WW7D QRZ?” When calling CQ, it is good to have it sound conventional, “CQ SOTA DE
WW7D K” in CW is probably better than ending with a SOTA reference. When calling CQ
in a phone mode, avoid commanding phrases like, “Anybody that can hear me, please respond with your callsign,” unless you are truly desperate with no responses.
Priorities: Summit-to-summit (S2S) calls should always get priority. Sometimes, when I
have a large pile-up and suspect there are S2S station calling, I’ll send “QRZ S2S?” I give
mobile stations and DX priority after S2S.
Identification: When working pileups, activators will frequently speed things up by omitting
their call sign between individual QSOs. This is quite useful but be sure to send your call
occasionally to let chasers verify that they are chasing the summit they think they are
chasing. Of course, the FCC requires identification at least every 10 minutes and at the
end of your run on a frequency.
In the same vein, don’t repeat your summit identifier with each QSO. This is unnecessary,
as almost every chaser has the information already. If not, a chaser can ask for your reference. It is good to send your summit identifier occasionally. If nothing else, this practice
will help correct any spotting errors. During an S2S QSO, you should send your identifier
with the exchange; this is customary.
Use standard phonetics whenever you give your callsign or summit reference.
When the chaser doesn’t respond: Commonly, a chaser will fail to respond to your report.
While it is possible he lost power in the middle of the QSO (been there!), chances are,
your signal faded out. When this happens, it is a good idea to repeat the full exchange beginning with the chaser’s call sign. If it happens on the second try, I modify the exchange
to something like, “W4XYZ 53N 53N W4XYZ BK”. This pattern increases the odds that the
chaser will hear her call at some point in the QSB cycle.
Spotting: Before you spot, go to your intended frequency and send “QRL?” or “Is the frequency in use?”. Listen for QRM from nearby stations. If all seems well, then, use the
memory keyer/voice memory in your rig to start calling CQ while you spot. This will help
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

“hold” your frequency while you spot. And you may discover before finishing your spot that
there is another station on frequency after-all. You can change frequencies without leading chasers on an adventure across the sub-band. • On the topic of spotting, if you ever
feel the need to send a test spot, send a nonsense frequency/modes combo, like 14.000
MHZ AM, and put “ignore test” in the comments. Every time a spot appears, there are dozens, if not hundreds, of people who are alerted with a chime or bleat from Stinky Goat. Be
kind to your potential chasers by making it obvious that they should ignore the spot. I cannot count the number of times a spot caused me to do a hasty QSY, only to notice the
comment after listening and hearing nothing for a minute or two.

Operating Practices for VHF
Some aspects of VHF SOTA operations are different enough from HF operations that some
additional points can be made:













Open the squelch on your radio when listening for responses to your CQs. Usually, chasers will have more power and better antennas than you do, but with an open squelch, you
just might hear a chaser from another summit, or a chaser using a handheld radio. • When
a chaser can’t quite copy you, move to a higher spot. Sometimes even a foot or two of elevation makes the difference. Likewise, if there are solid obstructions in the direction of the
chaser, do what you can to get to the side (or on top) of the obstruction. For frequencies
above 222 MHz, even trees will attenuate your signal.
Change the location and orientation of your antenna to “peak up” the chaser’s signal.
Keep the antenna frozen in the same orientation in the same spot when you respond.
Some chasers will have horizontally polarized antennas. In that case, peak up their signal
with your antenna held sideways and rotate so that your antenna is broadside to the chaser.
Some chasers will be using rotatable yagis to work you on VHF. It can then be helpful to
give a long call so that the chaser can tweak the direction to peak-up your signal.
Let SOTA chasers work you first. The national FM simplex calling frequency (146.52 MHz)
isn’t always the best place to start on 2m, particularly near urban centers. If you are near
an urban area with spotting capabilities, spot yourself on another simplex frequency (e.g.
146.58 MHz or 146.56 MHz). That will let chasers see your spot and work you first and
give a chance to other activators for a Summit-to-Summit with you.
Many folks monitoring 146.52 MHz may not be much interested in SOTA – if they want the
Summit Reference they will ask for it. Also, calling “CQ SOTA” may not be as enticing as
calling “CQ Mountain-top Portable” – you may generate interest (or even sympathy!) from
folks.
On a related note, if you do call CQ on 146.52 MHz and you get a large number of responses, ask everyone to QSY to another simplex frequency. “This is W7XYZ and I hear
many callers. I am going to QSY to 146.58….” This will minimize you tying up the calling
frequency. It will preserve a good image for you and SOTA and helps other users of the
frequency.
Finally, on summits with radio equipment present, the front-end of your radio may be overloaded by RF. If you are unable to hear any chasers responding to your CQs, this may be
why. You can try enabling your radio’s RF attenuator (if it has one), change to a lower gain
antenna, and get as far away from the RF antennas as you can. If none of that seems to
RVARC February 2021
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4th of July SOTA-fair. Amy, AG7GP
Every year Robin-N7HAP, and I go camping in Eastern Oregon. It's become a necessity to
have a few days in the middle of nowhere to rest and get away from the hustle and bustle.
Early this summer with SOTA now on my mind, I looked at some of our maps to see if there
was an area that would be fun to camp at and also do some activations. The places we usually go to have a few summits but they are typically few and far between and can take some
serious jeep driving to get close enough for me to do the hike. So I looked a little closer to
home, not as far east as usual, and found an area in the Fremont NF west of Lakeview that
looked appealing. There were several summits that had never been activated and a couple
lookout summits that had been done by NS7P.
To start, I decided to get some USFS maps to make navigation and planning a little bit easier
(hard on a cell phone screen) and marked with a sticker each summit I wanted to give a try,
marking more than I would get to so I would have some back up if any were a no go. I tried to
get an idea of how difficult the roads would be, how far the hike would be, length of time to
reach summit, time of day we would arrive, etc. I color coded which ones would be a FA (first
activation) and which had already been done. I have found that planning ahead is essential
but maps only give a small amount of information and you have to be prepared to turn around
and abort your well-intended plan. Using OnxOffRoad, I was able to get an idea of open
roads, gates, private/public, width and type of road, etc., but some summits I thought would
be a breeze ended up impossible, at least within my time schedule. Two summits I figured
would be a simple drive up and go, were either too treacherous or not even possible.
On our way we first tried Yainax Butte outside of Bly. This was a tough start to our trip. The
choice of roads was poor and it was rock crawling, gate opening and closing, slow, slow,
slow, to get close enough to hike and it consumed our day. I honestly don't think there is an
easy way to this mountain. It was one of those mountains where I felt we came this far, it's
hard to turn around now. Since this knocked us hours behind schedule, I did a very quick activation and moved on. However, the view and wildflowers were amazing.
We got back onto Highway 140 and drove on through the Cottonwood Meadows Lake area,
which is very beautiful, keeping eyes open for camping ideas. We prefer primitive camping
over established campgrounds so we moved on past, it was busy for 4th of July weekend anyhow. Next stop we ended up at Cougar Peak (Maggie admiring the view in the newsletter
banner above). This is a fascinating summit of stacked shale. This too was a treacherous
road I would not recommend to most drivers. Robin can go to extremes, seeing what him and
the truck can do! There are such tight switchbacks it takes some maneuvering to make the
turns, and the loose shale with steep drop off is unnerving. However, you can make it to a
trailhead sooner and have a pretty good day hike instead. I think Cougar Peak was the highest of the nine I did during this SOTA-fair and it has a spectacular view of the surrounding area. The sun was going down and we still needed to find a place to pitch our tent, so again a
quick activation and we headed off the hill just as the sun was getting low.
We decided to set up camp just at the base of Peak 6490-W7O/CE-254, a no-name summit
we now call “Five Bears” due to the number of bears we encountered during our three-night
stay. It was a lovely camping area in Fremont NF, with red blankets of Indian paintbrush beneath the tall sugar pine timber. We didn't experience another human at this location but the
first night Maggie (our dog) alerted us to a cinnamon sow and two cubs tearing apart a down
log about 100 yards from our camp. It was very special to see the two cubs hopping down this
(Continued on page 10)
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4th of July SOTA-fair. Amy, AG7GP
(Continued from page 9)

long log to their mama! Then the next morning we had a boar black bear come poking
through at breakfast, then another a little later. May have been the same bear, not sure. I
seem to be a bear magnet this year!
After breakfast we summited “Five Bear.” We took a different path back and got really tangled
up in the 6 to 8-foot tall solid buck brush. After this we moved onto summit number two, Peak
6370-W7O/CE257. With some tight, brushy, jeep driving, this was a short hike. I have been
calling this summit Heartache Hill as we got news of losing a family member while on top of
the summit. It was a peaceful place to be however. We carried on to one more before the sun
went down, Peak 6650-W7O/CE-252. By this time I was getting tired and foggy brained. This
was a steep climb up through charred timber and brush. Pretty uneventful, but a great view of
Cougar Peak and other summits we had activated. That was enough to call it a day for sure!
Rise and shine, we headed to check out another no-name, also maybe Dog Mountain Lookout, hoping to work our way to Fishhole Mountain. Our day did not go exactly as planned but
was still a lot of fun. We started up Dog from the east side which was a mistake, road was not
usable. Turned around to check out Peak 6389-W7O/CE-256. Both of these routes failed due
to overgrown roads, mudslides, dangerous snags. The whole area was basically consumed
by a wildfire a few years back. Instead, we enjoyed the view of Dog Lake and then headed to
Dog Mountain from the main west entrance and we were welcomed by Lance at the lookout.
Outstanding views of Drews Reservoir, Goose Lake, and the whole Lakeview area. Lance
welcomed me to set up at the LO but for some reason my KX2 caused RFI on his equipment
so I had to move a little ways away. The lookout became busy with a large family who were
quite fascinated with some of the contacts I had made. I let my Flora and Fauna friends know
I was activating and the DX was excellent there.
From Dog Mountain we went to try Fishhole Mountain-W7O/CE-031 but the road was not accessible. I honestly can't remember the problem, the days started getting blurry we were so
busy hopping from one summit to the next. So I went to one that wasn't high on my list but a
“maybe” and it ended up being one of my favorites. No-name Peak 6435-W7O/CE-255 was
nearby and I wanted to at least take a “peek” at it. Robin was beat, so he rested while I hiked
up. It was a nice shady afternoon stroll up to the summit with a fabulous view off the forested
edge, looking down at Butcher Flat Reservoir. On the way back another couple of cubs! I never saw the mama so was on high alert and in communication with Robin for the hike down,
making noise. We called this summit “Twin Bear”…and after that, we were QRT for the day...
After another nice night in the Fremont, we enjoyed the sunrise and decided it was time to
start packing up. But maybe just one more?? On our way out we checked out Peak 7156W7O/CE-245 to see if the road was accessible. We were able to drive close enough to park
and then hike up for a nice bit of morning exercise. We checked out satellite closely to make
sure we would avoid the thick patches of buck brush and just zig zagged up the mountain.
When I got to the top, my linked dipole connections had detached so I limited it to 20m. The
sound of blue grouse “hooting” resonated in the background all morning. At one end of the
summit there is a nice big rock formation that was pretty cool too. We called this one “Blue
Grouse Rock.”
When we got back to our truck it was time to hit Highway 140 and start heading home. But
wait...Matt-KC7OOY is almost on Steens Mountain! Why not make one last detour up to Griz(Continued on page 11)
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zly Peak, it's just a drive-up to the lookout anyhow? On we went for our final summit. I was
able to chat with Matt on Steens for a S2S as planned, accumulated plenty more QSOs then
called it good. Another awesome view, and the wildflowers and butterflies were plentiful.
Many summits I have done are First Activations or had no info available on them. I have
grown accustomed to doing research and keeping a backup plan to avoid disappointment. I
felt that if I got six summits on this trip I would be more than a happy camper. Due to planning, backup planning, being flexible to barriers that came, we ended up with nine summits,
seven of them had never been activated, about 165 QSOs, mostly CW and earned 54 Goat
points. Some mountains I wished I had more time on, but now that I am familiar with this area,
I know which ones to revisit and which ones will probably remain first and last activations for
me. I couldn't do these “expeditions” without Robin and his avid outdoor skills, patience, and
driving abilities. We make a great team! The weather was perfect and I think we saw more
bear than mosquitoes which is very unusual for this basin area. I wouldn't say it was easy, but
it was a blast to go on this adventure and I can't wait for our next SOTA-fair!
73 de AG7GP
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For Sale


FT1000, hand mic MH31bb, Signalink, all cables to hook up to computer. $750.00 price
negotiable. Please send me email. More than welcome to come over and try out.



Contact John Laybourne AC7S at:

johnlac7s@gmail.com



FTDX1200. Original owner, approximately 4 years
old. Great radio, awesome sq built in. Has on-board antenna tuner. 100 watt radio, comes
with a remote for messages, signalink sound card and cables are included. $ 750.00
price is negotiable. Please send email if interested.
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February 2021
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

 CARE Net  2M SSB
Net

 CP ERC Net

 CP ERC Net

 CP ERC Net

 CARE Net  2M SSB
Net

 CARE Net  2M SSB
Net

 CARE Net  2M SSB
Net

 2M SSB
Net

 2M SSB
Net

 2M SSB
Net

 2M SSB
Net

 RVARC Meeting Zoom
 ARES Net

 Rogue Hack Lab Zoom
 ARES Net

 ARES Net

 ARES Net

28

 CP ERC Net

Events

Meetings
 RVARC
via Zoom.
 Rogue Hack Lab
via Zoom.
 CARE
UNKNOWN status.
 JC-ARES
UNKNOWN status.
Nets
 JC-ARES Thursdays 7:30 PM - K7JAX Mt. Baldy Repeater 146.840 ( - ) [ PL 123.0 ]
 CARE Mondays 7:00 PM—. KB7SKB Jacksonville Repeater 147.100 ( - ) [PL 136.5], open, directed net, visitors welcome
 2 Meter SSB Tuesdays 7:00PM and Wednesdays 10:00 AM—144.200 USB
 Central Point Emergency Radio Communications Sundays 8:30 PM—— KB7QMV Medford
Repeater 145.410 ( - ) [ PL none]. Move to simplex net on 147.585 MHz when finished. Directed
net.
 Siskiyou County ARC Thursdays 7:00 PM—Net K6SIS Repeater 146.79 ( - ) [PL 100.0]
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RVARC Membership
RVARC membership dues run from January
1 through December 31. Please bring cash
or a check payable to RVARC to a club
meeting, or mail (checks only) to:

:

RVARC Membership
c/o 1940 Stevens Rd.
Eagle Point OR 97524-6523
Regular Member:
Senior Member (62 and over):
Family Member:
Student Member:

$20.00
$15.00
$20.00
$10.00

2020 Amateur Radio Examinations
In the Rogue Valley, amateur radio exams are provided by the RVARC and the SOARC. New
exam participants need to provide identification, while upgrading amateurs need to provide a
copy of their current license as well as show identification. The exam fee for 2019 remains $15.00. All license candidates must provide a picture ID. Upgrading amateurs must also provide a photocopy of their current license to send in with their application. To search for
other exam locations, see:
http://www.arrl.org/arrlvec/examsearch.phtml or our club webpage: http://w7dta.org

Medford—Phoenix, OR

Time: Saturdays, Registration 8:30 AM. Exam session at 9:00 AM. Walk -ins welcome.
Location: Fire District 5 HQ. 5811 South Pacific Highway, Phoenix, Oregon 97535
Dates 2021:
Suspended due to COVID-19
Contact: Don Bennett, Email: kg7bp@arrl.net Phone: (541) 973-3625

Grants Pass

Time: Fridays Registration 6:00 PM. Exam session at 6:30 PM. NO WALK-INS due to
COVID. Please email a reservation request to John.
Location: Fruitdale Grange. 1440 Parkdale Dr., Grants Pass OR 97527-5288
Dates 2021:
May 21
Aug 20
Nov 19
Contact: John Stubbe, K7VSU, email: jstubbe7@gmail.com Phone: (541) 218-2244
Roseburg, Bend, Redding, Brookings, Crescent City — Please see our club webpage,
http://k7mfr.org for updates as we receive schedules for these cities.

Next Club Meeting
Thursday January 7, 2020,
7:00 PM

Via Zoom. Login sent via email or upon request.
Program: N1MM+ Setup and Use
RVARC February 2021
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